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Abstract 
We propose a new setup to allow for adaptive ( t ine  
resolved) corneal topography. To realize this we 
have inzplemented a stimulus generation algoritlirn 
which adjusts the stimulus used such that the rejlec- 
tion on the surface uiider investigation is almost re>;- 
ular. Performance measureineiit of the algorithirz in 
simulation show that the algorithm almost within orie 
second in the current implementation. In preliniinary 
experiments we have used a Sorzy LCD screen C O I L -  

pled to the video card of a PCjOr some initial mea- 
suremeiit. Using lhis setup we obtairi an accuracy of 
3 pin of surface determination. 

I. Introductiom an 

On a daily basis we are provided with all sorts of vis- 
ual information. This observation emphasizes the im- 
portance of good sight for our functioning in today’s 
society. To accomplish the registration of images, the 
human optical system brings incoming light rays into 
focus at the back of the eye. The anterior of the human 
eye (‘cornea’) is responsible for approximately 
SO%[ 11 of this refraction and thus of eminent impar- 
tance for good sight. In a typical corneal disease, 
namely ‘keratoconus’, an elevation of only a few pm 
on the normal sha.pe, which approximates a sphere saf 
8 mm radius [2] ,  strongly reduces a person’s ability to 
see. Refractive surgery, such as corneal transplanta- 
tion or the adjustment of the corneal surface using la- 
ser technology[3] is applied to improve a patient’s 
sight. Obviously, to diagnose pathology as well as to 
support such treatments, methods to evaluate the 

shape the cornea are mandatory. 
The currently lused technique to measure corneal 
shape is by mirroring a cylindrically symmetrical ring 
pattern (‘stimulus’) to the eye and recording the re- 
flection, the so-called ‘Purkinje-image’, with a CCD 
camera. The distortions induced in this pattern by the 
irregularities of the eye form the basis with which the 
corneal shape can be reconstructed. 
In previous studies[4][5] we have shown that grid 
based techniques using colour coded Pseudo Randon 
Binary Arrays (PRBA) for absolute positioning of the 
grid, are superior to the earlier mentioned ring pat- 
terns. For a more detailed description we refer to [61. 
The redundancy of the information (geometrical, col- 
our and PRBA) makes these patterns highly robust to 
all kinds noise and capable of measuring considerable 
deformations. However the combination of extreme 
deformation of the cornea together with tear film de- 
fects may lead to failures in the image processing 
which form the first step in the grid recovery (Figure 
1). This will result a unreliable reconstruction of the 
surface at the pllace of the extreme deformation. 
To be ahead of these problems, one should like.to reg- 
ister a regular pattern in of the corneal deformation. 
Thus, the stimulus pattern should be adjusted to the 
shape of the cornea under investigation. More gener- 
ally speaking we want to be able to adjust the stimulus 
used to characteristics, like the shape, of the individ- 
ual object measured. Functionally such a system has 
components as shown in Figure 2. 
In this paper we will show that such an adaptive sys- 
tem can be realized. In section two we will discuss 
some algorithmic aspects of the stimulus generation 
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Figure 1 Break-down of the grid recovery in 
case of measurements on highly 
pathological cases. 
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Figure 2 Functional scheme of an adap- 
tive system for corneal measure- 
ments. 

and demonstrate their correctness with a number of 
simulation studies. In section three we will discuss 
some implementational issues and show some prelim- 
inary results. In section four we will draw some con- 
clusions. 

2. Adaptive Stimulus generation 

most simple case is a regular checkerboard. Adjusta- 
ble parameters on these patterns are the number of 
quadilaterals and the position of their vertices. In this 
study we will focus on these two parameters. For 
analysis the vertices of the pattern need to be identi- 
fied uniquely. In static studies, i.e. when only a single 
registration of the pattern is available, redundant in- 
formation, like PRBA encoding is necessary[6]. In 
the case of an adaptive approach the sequence of pat- 
terns allows for this unique identification, ruling out 
the necessity of colour coding. 
The most simple stimulus consists of 4 quadilaterals 
and thus contains 9 vertices (see Figure 3). For shape 
adoption we allow these vertices to be moved. Size 
adoption is done by binary refinement, i.e. we go 
from 4 squares to 16 etc. etc. To get reliable starting 
values we us the a priori knowledge of the application 
(the approximated cornea). This leads to the follow- 
ing algorithm: 
* assuming a sphere of 8 mm, generate a stimulus 

with 4 squares 
project(/reflect) and register the image and find 
actual corners of the squares, 
adjust these corners in the stimulus such that 
deviation from desired geometry in the reflection 
is less than 1 pixel (note that this may take more 
than an iteration step). The feedback is based on 
the assumption of a linear relation between input 
and output image. 
refine the pattern if necessary and repeat steps 2 
and 3. 

* 

* 

The algorithm backs off when one of the vertices of 
the quadilaterals used can not be recovered. The 
number of steps that is needed to adjust the pattern de- 
creases when the stimulus is refined since with each 
refinement more information on the surface is ob- 
tained. 
In the algorithm we suppose that the transformation 
between input (Zij)and output (Oij)vertex can be de- 
scribed by a (local) affine (Aij)transformation. 

Initially the affine transformations are set to the dis- 
tortion induced by the perfect sphere. With each re- 
finement step, as initial guess, we interpolate the 
affine matrix and subsequently fine tune it. 
To validate this algorithm we have done simulations 
with synthetic surfaces which were sampled at a reg- 
ular grid containing 256x256 point. For the calcula- 
tion of the reflection ray tracing was done using the 
surface thus defined and numerically calculated nor- 
mals to the surface. This numerical approach was 
chosen to allow the use of arbitrary pathological sur- 
faces. Table 1 : summarizes our findings for three dif- 

Our stimulus is composed of a set of quadilaterals 
which share lines between common vertices. The 
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Figure 3 Graphical representation of the algo- 
rithm proposed. In successive steps 
a patterns is deformed such that the 
reflection becomes regular. Then the 
pattern is refined. 

ferent types of surfaces. From this table it is clear that 

1 parabolic 1 2-6 I 2-: 1 1-:2 1 
sinusoidal 7-10 1-2 

Table 1 : Maximum number of iteration for 
adoption of the stimulus to a test pattern 

the first step is the most cumbersome to make. Appli- 
cation of non-linear estimators could be worthwhile 
here. Starting from the third level, the prediction of 
the surface is already so reliable that at most two iter- 
ations suffice for the desired accuracy. The overail re- 
sult of the adoption of the pattern in case of s 
sinusoidal surface is shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4 Typical example of a simulation run. 
Assuming a sinusoidal surafce the 
input pattern on the upper side pro- 
duce§ a regular output below. The 
white small squares denote the 
search regions in which corners oi 
the squares are expected. 

3. Instrumentational aspects 

Rapid developments in display technology provide: a 
technological basis for the realization of an actual st%- 
up. This setup is schematically shown in Figure 5 .  For 
the stimulus generation we have used the TN LCDI 
TFT screen of a Sony XV-M30E LCD portable vid'eo 
projector which has a resolution of 382 x 240 pixels 
and dimensions of 62 x 46 mm.A very promising new 
development in this context is the recently availability 
of the Motorola VirtuoView display which can be 
seen as a miniaturized versatile version of this display 
type. 
The input stimulus was generated by a 350 MHz, 64 
Mb Pentium I1 system and displayed both on the m m -  
itor and LCD. To accommodate the difference in res- 
olution of the screen and the LCD in a flexible way 
we use a VHX 470 SCAN VISION scan line convert- 
er which converts computer signals, up to 1024 x 768 
into video. 
Thc Diamond Monster 3D video card was chosen for 
its speed. The LCD was back lit by a light source. The 
image was focused on the object with the aid of a sys- 
tem of lenses and reflected by a test object. Registra- 
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Figure 5 Schematic drawing of the ex- 
perimental setup used for static 
scenes. 

tion of the image was done with a Sony video camera 
and a Matrox Meteor framegrabber. 
To test the setup as a whole while avoiding the neces- 
sity for real-time performance at this stage we have 
used a static test object. shows the registration of the 

Figure 6 Reflection of a perfect sphere 
measured in the experimental 
set-up of Figure 5 

image projected onto this test object. To quantify the 
accuracy of the actual setup we will determine the 
standard deviation of the difference between actual 

positions and the desired position. First analysis of the 
data shows that this difference is well within the re- 
quired accuracy of 3 pm. 

4. Conclusions 

We have shown that it is possible to develop an effi- 
cient algorithm to adapt an input stimulus in such a 
way that the resulting image, after projection onto an 
arbitrary surface, is regular. A first experimental set- 
up, using a commercially available LCD screen was 
realized and used for preliminary measurements 
which were within the desired range. In the near fu- 
ture we will quantify the accuracy of the setup as a 
whole and speed up the algorithm to allow for real- 
time measurements. 
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